Fall Frolic
Set To Go
This Week

With the first Fall Frolic only three days away, ticket sales for the event have taken a sharp turn upward. The sponsoring Student Congress hopes for an attendance of 600 at the all-college dance which will feature the fifteen-piece Larry Elgart Orchestra with popular vocalist Carol Sloane.

A 150' x 40' tent will be erected on the patio in front of Alumni Hall cafeteria for dance. The green and white striped structure will be decorated in an autumn motif. It will be heated by a warm air furnace and will be lighted.

The entrance to the tent will be through the cafeteria. Since both the student lounge and the cafeteria will be open during the evening, no littering will be allowed.

(Continued on Page 2)

McGeough Loses Life
In Automobile Accident

Thaddeus James McGeough was fatally injured last Saturday evening in an automobile accident on Route 44 near Taunton, Mass.

McGeough, a senior education major here at Providence College, was pronounced dead on arrival at Taunton hospital. Hospital officials said the victim died of a broken neck and multiple head injuries.

Classes will be dismissed on Friday, November 6 at 10:15 instead of the usual 10:30 in order that students may participate in a Memorial Mass for Thaddeus McGeough.

Also involved in the accident was Theodore Thibodeau, senior at PC, of Pawtucket, R. I. Thibodeau suffered cuts and bruises and has been released from the hospital.

McGeough, a native of Pawtucket, was the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. McGeough, class of '36.

Mr. Roberts has had an extensive career in public service and has long been an outstanding citizen of the city of Providence.

Mr. Roberts also distinguished himself in World War II. In 1943 he was commissioned a lieutenant commander in the United States Naval Reserve. During the war he received the American Area Campaign Medal and was awarded the European-African-Middle Eastern Campaign Medal for his outstanding achievements.

Mr. Roberts was made Mayor of Providence in 1949 and held this position until 1960. He also served as a delegate to the United Nations.
American Beau Brummlers Wear And Perfumes

It would be hard to estimate how many million words of wisdom and wisecracks have been devoted to feminine fashion. Much, much less has been said on the subject of male adornment (chiefly because most of the wisecrackers are men). Yet the vagaries of human nature are men). Yet the vagaries of male adornment (chiefly because most of the Yankee Doodle Dandy. The patches in the shape of circles, designed to provide some of the proper amount of powder to the wearer's face on the left! The paint was not a regular part of the American G.I.'s gear till 1799. When the American soldiers were wearing them—but only because it was getting too expensive to provide the enormous amounts of tallow and flour needed to oil and powder the hairpieces!

Wigs were worn even by rough fighting men in the 18th century. They were a sort of campaign charm to provide the right sort of plumage for the hairstyles!

Woman Follow Indians

Think she takes a long time to put on her face? Gilbert Vail, author of "A History of Cosmetics in America," quotes an early critic who watched an Indian chief applying his creature. "His face was a canvas," he said; "and he was equal to him for vanity, as well as for strength." This chief would apply his paint at eight o'clock in the morning and it was not concluded till noon. He then washed his face and drew a few streaks on his head and body, he kept looking at himself, making changes! This Indian chief being painted with his chief was equal to him for vanity, as well as for strength. Here is the vital point. He then washed his face and drew a few streaks on his head and body, he kept looking at himself, making changes! This Indian chief being painted with his face. He then washed his face and drew a few streaks on his head and body, he kept looking at himself, making changes! This Indian chief being painted with his other and altering the appearance of his face as they happened to please him."

But Chief Sitting Pretty was no worse than the Yankee Doodle Dandy. The wearing of face powder by Indians and men and women was considered a sign of good breeding in colonial days, and powdered beards were even adorned with ribbons for men! Both sexes sometimes plastered their faces with small black spots in the shape of circles, crosses, crescents—even horses or ships. Originally designed to provide the Indian with a sort of camping charm to provide the right sort of plumage for the hairstyles!

Newport Club Plans

It was announced at the last meeting of the Newport Club that Newport, R.I., November 26, the club will sponsor a dance at the Pocasset Country Club, Portsmouth, R.I., from 9:00 to 1:00 a.m. Because of the location of the dance it will be open to all college students in the area. Tickets, which are $2.50 per couple, can be obtained from any Newport Club member.

President Pete McCarthy, at the same meeting, appointed a committee of three to write the charter of the club in order to bring it up to date. The charter will be presented for signature and ratification at the next meeting of the club. The charter is designed to provide the club with a more formal organization and to bring it up to date. The charter will be presented for signature and ratification at the next meeting of the club. The charter is designed to provide the club with a more formal organization and to bring it up to date. The charter will be presented for signature and ratification at the next meeting of the club. The charter is designed to provide the club with a more formal organization and to bring it up to date.
Fr. Kenny Speaks On Med Morality
To Science Throng

"In medicine, as in every phase of human activity, morality comes from God, and hence is the same for all men, regardless of religion," the Rev. John Kenny, O.P., told an NFPCS workshop assemble in the Guild Room last Saturday.

The workshop, whose topic was "Medicine in Morality," was sponsored by the Natural Science Commission of NFPCS, together with the Providence College Natural Science Committee. Co-chairmen for the event were Miss Mary Heron, of the Thomistic Institute of P.C., and Dr. James Scanlon, M.D., who is regional chairman of the National Science Commission, in order to enable all Catholic schools to benefit from the fruitful activities of any given school.

Dr. James Scanlon, M.D., opened the discussion with a brief talk on the differences between the means facing a doctor. He emphasized that the need for sound ethics is a grave one, and that a good understanding of the principles underlying the ethics of medicine is a necessity for laymen as well as medical men.

Fr. Kenny followed Dr. Scanlon with a talk on the means used to ascertain the morality of any action, and he discussed the relationship of morality to medicine.

A likely question of discussion period followed the two talks, with John Finnerty setting as moderator. The questions considered were euthanasia, of morality to medicine.

Fr. Kenny closed the discussion period by saying that fresh understanding of the moral principles underlying the ethics of medicine is a necessary step for laymen as well as medical men.

Bp. Frii Talks On Commies
In Latin Amer.

"Communists in Latin America are now trying to diffuse their doctrine among high school and college students," said Bishop Rio Frio, during a panel discussion speaker at last Thursday's Carolan Club meeting.

The bishop, from Ecuador, in discussing Communism in Latin America, stated that, "Latin America once produced a considerable number of saints among its multitude of Catholics, but nowadays, Communism influences the peoples. It's spreading disorder and atheism.

He expressed the opinion that laymen can possibly do more for the Church than bishops and priests can in regard to discussing the relationship of the best way to fight it is to work together keeping faith sound under the dogmas of the Church and the teachings of St. Thomas and the other saints.

"It is now necessary, in the light of this fact," emphasized Bishop Frio, "that bishops and priests cooperate more with the Church and the Church cooperate through the lay apostolate."

The meeting was held in Harkins Hall auditorium and was open to the entire student body, as was the first in a series of Carolin Club lectures to be held during the year.

MEET THE CLASS PRESIDENTS:

Introducing Mr. Charles T. Reilly
President Of The Sophmore Class

BY ED KIMBALL

Today we would like to meet Charles T. Reilly, President of the Sophomore Class.

Q. Where do you live, Charlie?

A. I come from East Providence.

Q. What is your concentration?

A. Business accounting.

Q. How did you feel about last year's unposed election?

A. It was definitely a short cut, coming on the part of the class. I would like to think, but I do not feel, that it was a vote of confidence for the officers. I like any other group of students that freshman officers form a clique which rules the class. Of the last unposed election the shortcomings included inadequate time to set up individual campaigns—and the fact that the last officers had to step down beforehand gave them more time to prepare. Too, it should be remembered, that several students who were nominated were disqualified because of their marks.

Q. What advice would you give to those who are running for this position?

A. No one is in a class in dispensable. The officers are always welcoming new ideas, and for some courses, your ideas will be more positions open this year. The Sophomore Student Congress officers as opposed to four last year. I urge any interested in running for a class position do so.

What do you think of the so-called "class of no spirit," as its president?

A. This class does have spirit, as the name was unjustly dubbed in a class by other class mates. I am sure that the members of the class don't feel that way. I will tell you that we saw our spirit at the recent Sophomore Student Congresses. We have already approached you on helping out in our activities. Also, several students have agreed to participate in activities (basketball, hockey, track, regional club officers, etc.) I am in much better position to see the spirit of the class. I am constantly approached by fellows wanting to participate in class activities. I personally feel that our class has plenty of spirit. This is evidenced by the success of all our social activities both this year and last.

Q. While on the subject of activities, Charlie, what do you plan to do this year?

A. Thus far we have had two mixers, and another one is being planned for December. This week we plan a stag splash party for the sophs. We're going to have a class paper; the editors have already picked it and a state now the business of being picked. We hope to set up a press five times a week during the term. An "activities club" has already been established and consists of a block of seats for certain Providence Red, Boston Bruins, and Harlem Globetrotter games. Of course, this is in addition to the Soph Weekend, but it will be difficult to outdo last year's successful one.

Q. What are your future plans for PC politics?

A. I feel no reason for class president again. Hopefully I will be elected in order to continue the ideas which I and my fellow officers have set for this year. We already have big ideas for the Junior Prom and Commencement Weekend. Of course, that is set up on the will of the voters.

FATHER RIEDEL Speaks On Communism Depth

The fact that understanding of Communism would better prepare us to carry on the struggle against it was the keynote of an address by the Rev. John P. Reid, O.P., last Sunday night. Fr. Reid was speaking in the fruit of a series of five lectures on "Communism In Depth," sponsored by the Thomistic Institute of Industrial Relations.

Fr. Reid attacked the "lassies"—the word in investigative philosophizing of the world menace which confuses us. It is a failure to ignore or deny the intimate connection between the religious and natural. The Dogma of the Church holds that the Reign of God is here on earth, but that it will not come until the coming of the Last Judgement. Fr. Reid declared that the Reign of God is here, and it is a personal achievement of the individual, who is free to cooperate with the work of God.

The meeting was held in Harkins Hall auditorium and was open to the entire student body, as was the first in a series of Carolin Club lectures to be held during the year.

FATHER MORRIS Appoints Scanlon To Produce "The Hasty Heart"
Actors Workshop Commences

Rev. Robert A. Morris, O.P., announced that William Scanlon has been appointed producer of the Pyramid Players' production, "The Hasty Heart," a drama, a comedy written by John Patrick. The play will be presented on Friday and Saturday evenings, November 20 and 21, in Harkins Auditorium.

Scanlon will be in charge of the overall direction of the play and all production problems.

Casting has now been completed for the production. The male lead will be Bob Murphy in the role of Sergeant Lachens, a wounded Scottish soldier in a British hospital. Madame Brian, a woman part will be played by Gerry Weger. Cast in support roles are several students who will supply comic color, veteran of the overall production. Fr. Quirk is moderator of the Thomistic Institute and chairman of the economics department.

Congresses are more formalistic. In truth, they are sober evaluations of whether Communism is life progressing properly toward the ideals of philosophical Communism," Fr. Reid declared.

The "Communism In Depth" series will continue next Sunday evening at 6:00 with a lecture by the Rev. Charles B. Quirk, O.P., on "Private Enterprise, U.S.A. vs. State Capitalism, U.S.S.R.", Fr. Quirk is moderator of the Thomistic Institute and chairman of the economics department.
The success or failure of the Student Congress Fall Frolic will not be entered into that body's debit and credit ledger.

The students at Providence College are the ones on the spot, for Saturday night's tent dance is a pioneer venture. And whether or not such affairs with big name headline return to the campus hinges on this week's dance.

In obtaining the Larry Elgart Orchestra and making all arrangements for the event, the Congress acted with surety and precision. There was neither laxity nor over-eagerness.

Their work for the most part, has been accomplished, and the students must "carry the mail" from here on in.

Already there is considerable talk hereabouts that another such band will be brought here in February for another all-school attraction. Of course, if the Elgart dance fails, another function will be a long time coming. And after such a failure, the Congress will also find its finances in rough straits.

Observers at the College have mixed emotions about such school affairs. Certainly no favorable precedents have been set at guest speaker appearances of late, yet athletic support has experienced natural increase.

Therefore it remains for P.C. men to give its approval or disapproval to the Elgart tent dance. The Cowl hopes it the former.

Angel Of Death...

"The angel of Death has been abroad; you may almost hear the beating of his wings."—John Bright

We plot and we plan and we anticipate the big dance every year, our own glowing success of long years stretching forth into the future. We have a date for New Year's Eve, a vision of a diploma in June. But just as on the sunniest day the black clouds are cast, the black wings of Death obliterate the most shining future.
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Too often we, secure in our youthfulness, trust in a future that will come, that is only one day, when we are grown, when we are older, when we are strong.

How much more, at a time like this, the realization that the future is only one day, that we must prepare with certainty—and that is life after death.
Debaters Tie Rhode Island State
In New Season's First Fracas

On Monday, October 19, the Providence College varsity debate team opened the 1959 season by tying the University of Rhode Island on the topic, "Resolved: That Congress should be given, the power to reverse decisions of the Supreme Court."

The tentative schedule, as posted by Fr. Skiko, team moderator, for the time up to the Christmas break, includes four tournaments, two contract debates, and several intra-team practices.

Jim Geary and John Haas, affirmative, and Charlie Carroll and Neil Sullivan, negative, represented Providence on Saturday in the Boston University Tournament. This same team will try to win the Amherst Tournament for the second year in succession.

In a practice session on Monday, Dick Heron presented the first affirmative and Ray Connell the first negative, to be followed tonight by Anthony Leonardi, with the second affirmative and Ralph Laurello, second negative. On November 4, these four will give their rebuttals.

While the varsity team competes in the Brown University Tournament, November 6-7, a novice team will represent the school in the Raldfie Tigers Tournament.

These tournaments will be followed by debates with Tufts and a return with the University of Rhode Island on Nov 14 and 16, respectively.

Veterans’ Tag Day
Set For Tuesday

The fourth annual Veterans’ Club “Tag Day” will be conducted on campus Tuesday, November 10. Money will be turned over to the fund for the maintenance of the Providence College War Memorial Grotto. Co-chairmen are Eugene McMahon and Walter McGlin.

Veteran collectors will be stationed at various points on the College grounds. Donors to the fund will be given a lapel tag.

Co-chairman McMahon remarked today: "The Club hopes all students who can will donate to this cause. The enthusiasm and cooperation displayed in former years have been gratifying. The Memorial Grotto Maintenance Fund is dedicated to the former students of PC who lost their lives fighting for their country."

The tradition of donating a dollar to the fund will be given a lapel tag. The fund will have its own sign.

Several Points of C.P.
By John J. Hurley

Some time ago, we were discussing the theme for a novel that we were preparing to write. The theme was: "The Great American Dream." We were both convinced that there was something very special about the American Dream. We were both convinced that there was something very special about the American Dream. We were both convinced that there was something very special about the American Dream. We were both convinced that there was something very special about the American Dream.
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JACK OF ALL TRADES...

(Continued from Page 8)

joined the varsity basketball squad as a freshman and finished out the season with the Rams, accompanying them to the National Invitation Tourney of 1946.

Star For R. I. Rams
Here the Rams distinguished themselves as the Cinderella club of the tournament by tying Bowling Green in the opener on Ernie Calverly's famous long shot. URI went on to win in the overtime period and topped Muhlenburg only to lose to Kentucky in the final 46-45.

lems. He took a job as a fireman in Newport and began playing basketball in Manchester, Conn., for Nassif Arms in the old Eastern League, where in 1949 he was voted the league's most valuable player.

Soon he joined the British American Club and with the B.A.'s he teamed with Bobby Knight, Harlem Globetrotters ace and Ray Felix, now of the Detroit Pistons, to make a fine showing for the Silk City in the American Basketball League.

In September of '56 he entered Providence College and that fall took over the reigns of the De La Salle Academy basketball squad for one season. The next season he replaced Ernie Calverly as freshman basketball coach at PC. Since taking over as fresh lead-
er he has compiled an all-time record of 26 wins and only 13 losses.

Caddy For 'Ike'
In the summer, Jack is Caddy Master at the Newport Country Club where in 1957 he was President Eisenhower's personal caddy.

Jackie has been married over eleven years to the former Mary Alger and they have four children, Jack Jr., 10, Ann 8, Bruce 6 and Robert 2½.

As for the future Jack remarks, "It's a little too early yet for any specific plans. I probably won't know anything for certain until February sometime. But I think I'd definitely like to teach or work with kids. (He's an Education Social Studies Major.) I know one thing, I'd be sure and tell as many kids as I could to plan to attend college. I think I fully realize the value of a higher education!"

For four years Jack has traveled 70 miles per day while classes are in session, has had to care for a wife and four children, has coached during the basketball season, and on top of it all, tried to keep his high scholastic average.

In the first week of June, Jackie Allen, former soldier, student, fireman, professional basketball player and present student-coach will receive his diploma. We think he has good reason to realize the value of a college education.

YOU DON'T CUT DOWN ON YOUR SMOKING...
THE BIG DUKE FILTER DOES IT FOR YOU

Introducing
NEW DUKE...

King-Size in the filter where it matters most...
Lowest in tar's of all leading low-tar cigarettes

© Yappel & Myers Tobacco Co.
Mullaney: Fifth Position Remains Open

The team this year will employ a pivot offense, with Hadnot, of course, filling the pivot spot. It should make greater use of the fast break that we used last year, with Hadnot or Woods clearing the boards and Egan and Wilkens ready, willing and able to fly down the court.

Mullaney is looking for Woods to enjoy the best year of his career. Without the pressure of having to handle most of the rebounds, John should be able to realize his full potential from the corner.

Mullaney was also asked what he thought about the national basketball yearbooks picking the Friars among the top 10 teams in the country and predicting All-American honors for Egan. He noted that it is hard to determine beforehand just how well a team will do, that the magazine selectors assumed that everyone will play as well as expected, and that Hadnot will make all the difference in the world.

"We had a good small team last year," the coach stated.

"We should be good all around by adding the big man.

"It is not likely that PC has been picked by the basketball magazine is a point in our favor."

"Since national leaders are picked by a vote of writers all over the country, this is not too much publicity, plus "that gained last year is increased. And the varsity selectors assumed that everyone can be worthy of their votes."

On the matter of Egan, Mullaney had this to say. "Since Vince picked Egan, it proves to be a standout at the position we will rotate, and Egan will be All-American."

The coach seemed to think that the move to the pivot position would probably get much publicity this year, it shouldn't pay any pressure on him, "Egan is too strong to be a" playmaker for that," Mullaney said.

Do You Think for Yourself?

(THROW THESE QUESTIONS INTO THE POT AND SEE WHAT COOKS)

If your studies led you to believe you could strike oil by drilling a hole right in the middle of the campus, would you (A) keep still about it so people wouldn't think you were nuts? (B) sell stock in the proposition to all your friends? (C) get an oil man interested in the idea, even if you had to give him most of the profits?

*Awatchedpotneverboils* means (A) the man who watches a pot is watching a "marginal sport," (B) a weak-tasting cigarette that talks about its taste? (C) "A watched pot never boils"... (D) a filter cigarette that lets its advanced filter design speak for itself at such a great price, (E) "A watched pot never boils"... (F) a weak-tasting cigarette that talks about its taste?

If you saw a girl perched up in a tree reading a book, would you say, (A) "Timber"? (B) "Is the light burning too high?" (C) "Will that branch hold two?"

Assuming cigarettes could talk, would you listen to (A) a filter cigarette that talks only about its taste? (B) a weak-tasting cigarette that talks about its taste? (C) a filter cigarette that talks about its taste? (D) a filter cigarette that lets its advanced filter design and full taste speak for themselves?

Next time you light up, take a moment to think about what you really want in your filter cigarette. Most people who think for themselves choose VICEROY,

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows—

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
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With the varsity hockey season exactly four weeks away, there seems to be a profound lack of concern about the progress of varsity football and basketball. It would appear that unless a rebirth of hockey interest occurs on our campus, Providence will become one more school that is doomed to a minor position in the Ivy League and a major independent college which support strong hockey squads.

Where does the leave PC? Lacking football, there are only basketball and hockey to command all the way, and while since our skaters received the support which they deserved, this is of course due in part to the sudden surge in basketball fortunes. But where does the real blame belong?

We can not criticize the basketball team for being too good. With the charges to a tourney title at the Quasico Marlo invocation tournament in Virginia. When the students returned after New Year's, they forgot about the hockey team and showed their affection upon the basketballers. Last year, basketball was in the news all the way, and while the basketball squad deserved every plaudit which they received, the hockey squad deserved many which were not forthcoming.

Will this year be a repeat of last year? It would seem that with our hoopsters growing taller by the year, it may well happen. But it is up to the student body not to let it happen.

How far would the basketball team have gone in the NIT last year without a cheerleader at the Providence Arena, they became the campus heroes. Then the skaters slumped and looked bad in the Boston Arena. Tournament during the Christmas vacation.

Meanwhile Joe Mullaney led his charges to a journey title at the Quasico Marlo invitation tournament in Virginia. When the students returned after New Year's, they forgot about the basketball team and showed their affection upon the basketballers. Last year, basketball was in the news all the way, and while the basketball squad deserved every plaudit which they received, the hockey squad deserved many which were not forthcoming.
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Ups And Downs Of Jackie Allen
Life Of Frock Coach Sketched
By TOM DRENNAN

Eighteen years is a long time to wait for a college diploma. Quite a few things happen in 18 years and Jackie Allen, Providence College freshman basketball mentor, has certainly had his ups and downs. But as Jack put it the other day, "Life has been pretty good to me. I consider myself pretty lucky."

Jackie graduated in 1942 from De La Salle Academy, Newport, where he was a four-year varsity man in football, basketball, baseball and tennis. He and Ernie Calverly (coach of the University of Rhode Island Varsity basketball team) hold the distinction of being the only two players in the history of Rhode Island to make All-State three years in a row for baseball.

After high school, Jack, with a small scholarship from the United States Naval Academy, went on to play major college football.

Jackie was discharged in December of 1945 and in February of 1946 he entered the University of Rhode Island. He (Continued on Page 6)

Hockey Captain Elected...

COACH Joe Mullaney, looking forward to one of the finest years in the history of Providence College basketball, set about the task of developing his charges into a finely knit basketball machine Monday.

After two weeks of running, scrimmaging, and general conditioning, the team has worked itself into fine shape, and has impressed its coach with its shooting. The coach told The Cowl that the whole squad has been looking good and that when they begin competition Monday everyone should be able to go right to work.

Mullaney has settled on his squad. The fourteen players who survive the final cuts are seniors John Woods, Capt. Len Wilkins, Bob Gibson, and Dick Whalen; juniors John (Space) Egan, Benny Guilmers, Rich Hofheimer, and sophomores John Hickey, Dick Leonard, Tom Folliard, Tom Nerie, Bob Siembida, and the "Big Boy" Jim Hadout.

A bit of good news was received over the weekend when it was announced that the doctor had given the green light to John Egan to resume running. Mullaney stressed that Egan would not work with the team, but would do what running he could by himself. John has been working out on the side while the varsity practices. He wears a protective bandage on his ailing knee.

Mullaney revealed that he has virtually decided on his (Continued on Page 7)

Financial Aid For Sailing Club
The Very Reverend Robert J. Slavin, O.P., President of the college, signed a bill Monday to set aside a budget of one hundred dollars to help defray the expenses of the Sailing Club for the present year.

The signing was the result of a bill proposed by the Student Congress in coordination with a recommendation made by Rev. Aloysius Begley, O.P., Director of Athletics.

Moreover, the Student Congress has granted the Sailing Club during dates next Spring and Fall. The profit gained from these dances will be used to help make the Sailing Club self-supporting because the grant is not on a renewable

ROTC Rifle Squad

HOPPEN, New Jersey, University of Delaware, and Northwestern State College of Louisiana.

It's a postal match, as all ROTC matches will be, the different teams shoot on the same day at standard targets at their respective college ranges. The teams fire before official witnesses and under similar rules. The results are then verified by the rest of the Convent, and forwarded to the other teams involved in the match.

The top 10 men on the Providence College team, as announced by Sgt Ronald W. Orchard, are: Bill Powley, junior; John Powers; seniors, Jerry Plouffe and Russ Carter; and sophomores, John Devaney, John McNiff, Bob O'Connell, Bill MacCardle, Vince Siembida, and the "Big Boy," Bill MacCardle.

In the coming matches, the team will meet national powers Prominent among these are: Oregon State, University of Tennessee, Notre Dame and Kansas State.